John Johnson Collection: pre-1960 Ephemera
Engravings: De Bry folders

Hand coloured loose sheets from de Bry's *Grand Voyages* (Latin edition) published during the 1590s. Only the first three volumes (Virginia, Florida and Brazil) are represented. *For* a complete set see Mason BB 1 – 63; *For* these three volumes only see Mason BB 51 – 53

This section has not been catalogued or digitised.

Extent: 2 folders (outsized material)

Theodor De Bry (1528 – 1598). Engraver and publisher

Folder I
De Bry, Theodor *Americae* Pars I : Virginia
De Bry, Theodor *Americae* Pars II: Florida

Folder II
De Bry, Theodor *Americae* Pars III : Brazil
De Bry, Theodor *A New Artistic Alphabet* [Edinburgh; imprint. 1880]
Article (source unknown, possibly a proof)